
AN ANALYSIS OF THE EPIC STORY THE ODYSSEY BY HOMER

Odysseus has incurred the wrath of Poseidon, god of the sea, by blinding his son Polyphemus the Cyclops. Meanwhile,
Odysseus' wife, Penelope, is besieged by suitors at his home in Ithaca. She suggests that Zeus dispatch Hermes to
liberate Odysseus from Calypso while Athena visits.

The poem focuses on the Greek hero Odysseus or Ulysses , as he was known in Roman myths and his long
journey home to Ithaca following the fall of Troy. Despite the help of Aeolus, King of the Winds, Odysseus
and his crew were blown off course again just as home was almost in sight. Despite the fact that Odysseus has
effectively killed two generations of the men of Ithaca the shipwrecked sailors and the executed suitors ,
Athena intervenes one last time and finally Ithaca is at peace once more. The rest are simply taking advantage
of the situation. Underlying the theme of revenge is the situation at Odysseus' household. Setting: The sea and
Ithaca Major Thematic Topics: hospitality; loyalty; perseverance; vengeance; appearance versus reality;
spiritual growth Motifs: mythology; love; disguises Movie Versions: Ulysses ; The Odyssey The three most
important aspects of The Odyssey: The Odyssey is an epic, a very long poem on a single subject. This is
appropriate, however, as Homer was elaborating on a story which would have been very familiar to his
listeners, and there was little likelihood of his audience being confused, despite the numerous sub-plots.
However, he is also portrayed as very human â€” he makes mistakes, gets into tricky situations, loses his
temper and is often moved to tears â€” and we see him in many roles as a husband, father and son, but also as
an athlete, army captain, sailor, carpenter, storyteller, ragged beggar, lover, etc. However, Telemachus senses
that Mentes is really Athena and is emboldened by her support. Poseidon in Greek mythology, god of the sea,
younger brother of Zeus. Advised once more by Circe on the remaining stages of their journey, they skirted
the land of the Sirens, passed between the many-headed monster Scylla and the whirlpool Charybdis, and,
blithely ignoring the warnings of Tiresias and Circe , hunted down the sacred cattle of the sun god Helios.
Disguised as Mentes, an old friend of Odysseus, Athena counsels Telemachus. His adventure-filled ten year
journey took him through the Ionian Islands and the Peloponnese and as far away as Egypt and North Africa
and the western Mediteranean, as the displeased sea-god Poseidon prevented him from reaching his home.
One is the story of Odysseus who is held captive on Ogygia by Calypso. In fact, Homer refers to his
protagonist throughout the epic as "wily Odysseus. Odysseus, the reader is told, is the only Greek survivor of
the Trojan War who has not yet returned home or died trying. The suitors would not dare such offensive
behavior if Odysseus were around or if they anticipated his return. Epic poems typically begin in the middle of
an extended action, or to use the Latin term, in medias res, which enables the audience who originally listened
to the poem, rather than reading it to become immediately engaged in the plot without sitting through a lot of
backstory. These include hospitality, reputation, revenge, and power. The epithets, as well as repeated
background stories and longer epic similes, are common techniques in the oral tradition, designed to make the
job of the singer-poet a little easier, as well as to remind the audience of important background information.
Disguised as a wandering beggar and telling a fictitious tale of himself, Odysseus learns from a local
swineherd how things stand in his household. Athena, whose curse initially caused Odysseus' wanderings,
now wants to forgive and bring him home. The poem uses different methods to explain previous events in the
timeline of the plot, often via recollections from characters or explanations from the gods.


